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Abstract 

Background: A series of known Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved anticancer drugs were collected 
from the literature and docked against mTOR receptor which has been identified in present time as a target for thera-
peutic anticancer agents. The compounds binding affinity were calculated after minimising the interaction within the 
binding pockets’ of the mTOR (4JT6) receptor.

Results: The result shows that PF-04691502 ligand best inhibited mTOR while occupying the Adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP)-binding site on the receptor. PF-04691502 had the best binding affinity with a reported value of 
− 39.261 kcal/mol, and a hydrogen bond energy contribution of − 8.326 kcal/mol. Polamid529 is also found to have a 
good binding affinity of − 36.75 kcal/mol with the receptor, but was less significant than that calculated for the refer-
ence or standard inhibitor (X6K) used (− 37.862 kcal/mol). Further analysis revealed that Palomid529 formed a more 
stable complex with the receptor than torin2 and X6K due to the significant hydrogen bond contributions it adds to 
its overall binding score.

Conclusion: PF-04691502 ligand was identified as the best inhibitor due to its high binding affinity for mTOR and 
should be considered as the best alternative to the reference inhibitor X6K.
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Background
The mTOR kinase pathway is used for controlling growth 
of cells in the presence of nutrients, receptor growth fac-
tors and other external factors such as the environment, 
thereby causing cancer (Shaw and Cantley 2006; Zoncu 
et  al. 2011; Laplante and Sabatini 2012; Chen and Long 
2018; Paquette et  al. 2018). The mTOR protein is an 
important growth receptor kinase, which is found in the 
phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)-related protein kinase 
(PIKK) family (Keith and Schreiber 1995).

mTOR is seen within two different complexes with 
inputs and resultant feedbacks. The first mTOR complex 
(mTORC1) is defined by its subunit Regulatory-asso-
ciated protein of mTOR (RAPTOR) (Hara et  al. 2002; 

Kim et al. 2002; Loewith et al. 2002), while in the second 
(mTORC2) is identified by Rapamycin-insensitive com-
panion of mammalian target of mTOR (RICTOR) (Sar-
bassov et al. 2004). Both complexes contains the primary 
mLST8 subunit (Aylett et  al. 2016), even though their 
number of subunits that forms chemical interactions 
with RAPTOR or RICTOR varies (Davis et al. 2014; Chen 
and Long 2018; Wu et al. 2018).

mTORC1 has been cited by so many authors to be 
responsible for cell growth through translation, biogen-
esis and autophagy (Matsuoka and Yashiro 2014; Meng 
et  al. 2018; Paquette et  al. 2018). On a second note, 
mTORC2 is responsible for promoting cell cycle entry, 
cell survival and anabolic output (Yang et al. 2013; Sciar-
retta et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2018).

Rapamycin, a known allosteric inhibitor forms a 
ternary complex with the FK506-binding protein 12 
(FKBP12) and the FRB domain of mTOR (Choo and 
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Blenis 2009). Rapamycin–FKBP12 inhibits  mTORC1 to 
an uneven scale that is dependent on phosphorylation-
site (Choo and Blenis 2009), but it does not form com-
plex with  mTORC2 (Bernard et al. 2020; Calejman et al. 
2020; Knudsen et  al. 2020). To overcome these limita-
tions, ATP-competitive inhibitors that potently and 
evenly inhibit both  mTORC1 and  mTORC2 are now a 
driving focus in development of present day anticancer 
agents (Wander et al. 2011; Dienstmann et al. 2014; Jhan-
war-Uniyal et al. 2019; Gericke et al. 2020).

Torin2 specifically inhibits mTORDN–mLST8, and was 
reported to act by occupying the ATP site (Liu et al. 2011; 
Choi et al. 2020; Gericke et al. 2020). The molecules also 
shows that Torin2 trifluoromethyl group occupies the 
binding N-lobe pocket to reveal multiple determinants 
of mTOR specificity, including a deep conformational 
change within the catalytic cleft.

Here we present the molecular docking study results 
of mTOR receptor bound to several ATP-competitive 
inhibitors.

Methods
Chemical dataset sources
In this study, a chemical dataset of thirteen (13) com-
pounds of known cancer drugs were collected from 
FDA library of approved drugs (www. bindi ngDB. org). 
The compounds were optimized at the density func-
tional theory (DFT) level using Becks’s three-parameter 
Lee–Yang–parr hybrid functional  (B3LYP) at 6-31G* 
basis set (Davidson and Feller 1986; Schäfer et al. 1992) 
to simulate chemical structures of the molecules at their 
minimum potential energy or most stable state in a real 
chemical system before subjecting them to the molecular 
docking process (Table 1).

Table 1 Name, CAS number and chemical structure of the drugs

Structure Scientific name abbreviated names CAS  No MW 
3-(4-morpholinopyrido[3',2':4,5]furo[3,2-

d]pyrimidin-2-yl)phenol

PI-103 371935-74-9 348.355 

5-[[4-(4-Pyridinyl)-6-
quinolinyl]methylene]-2,4-

thiazolidenedione

GSK1059615 
958852-01-

2 
333.364 

 8-(1-Hydroxyethyl)-2-methoxy-3-[(4-
methoxyphenyl)methoxy]-6H-

dibenzo[b,d]pyran-6-one

Palomid 529 914913-88-5 406.428

2-(4-amino-1-isopropyl-1H-pyrazolo[3,4-
d]pyrimidin-3-yl)-1H-indol-5-ol

Torkinib (PP242)
1092351-67-

1 
308.338 

http://www.bindingDB.org
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Geometry optimization
Optimization is the process of finding the equilibrium or 
concept energy geometry of molecules. Chemdraw soft-
ware ultra-version 12.0 was used to draw the chemical 

structures of the compounds and subsequently imported 
into Spartan 14 software (Hehre and Huang 1995; Li, 
et  al. 2004) to optimize the molecular geometry at the 
density functional theory (DFT) using  B3LYP level of 

Table 1 (continued)

1,8-Dihydroxy-3-methylanthraquinone

Chrysophanic acid 
(Chrysophanol)

481-74-3 254.238

trans-4-[4-amino-5-(7-methoxy-1H-indol-
2-yl)imidazo[5,1-f][1,2,4]triazin-7-yl]-

cyclohexanecarboxylic acid

OSI-027
936890-98-

1 
406.438 

1-Cyclopentyl-3-(1H-pyrrolo[2,3-
b]pyridin-5-yl)-1H-pyrazolo[3,4-

d]pyrimidin-4-amine

PP-121
1092788-83-

4 
319.364 

5-(7-Methanesulfonyl-2-morpholin-4-yl-
6,7-dihydro-5H-pyrrolo[2,3-d]pyrimidin-

4-yl)-pyrimidin-2-ylamine

CH5132799 
1007207-67-

1 
377.421

5-(4-amino-1-propan-2-ylpyrazolo[3,4-
d]pyrimidin-3-yl)-1,3-benzoxazol-2-amine

INK 128 (MLN0128)
1224844-

38-5 
309.326 
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theory and 6-31G* as the basis set (Arthur and Abechi 
2019; Arthur et al. 2019, 2020).

Computational docking studies
The molecular interactions studies were carried out on 
Dell computer system, with processor properties of Intel 
® Core i5-6100U CPU Dual@2.30  GHz, 12  GB (RAM) 
between the ligands and Mammalian target of rapamy-
cin (mTOR) kinase (target); the X-ray Crystal structure of 
Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase, a trans-
ferase of MTOR deposited in RSCB protein data bank by 
Yang and his lab partners in 2013 (Yang et al. 2013).

Preparation of ligand and target
All the compounds were optimized using Spartan soft-
ware initially saved as SDF files and were appropriately 
later saved as Protein Data Bank (PDB) file. Subsequently 
the PDB file of the receptor were downloaded from RSCB 
site (http:// www. rcsb. org/) with the PDB ID: 4JT6 for 

the crystal structure of Mammalian target of rapamycin 
(mTOR) kinase. The X-ray diffraction resolution for 4JT6 
was given as 3.60 amstrong unit (Yang et al. 2013). Fig-
ure 1 displays the prepared structure of the receptor.

Detailed docking process on internal coordinate 
mechanics (ICM) molsoft program
The process involves setting up the project file by read-
ing in the PDB file of the receptor. For example, the PDB 
file for WT protective antigen imported into ICM pro. 
The PDB file was converted into an ICM object by delet-
ing all water molecules present in the binding pocket and 
selecting the option to optimise all hydrogens and opti-
mise HisProAsnGlnCys. The box hide missing side chains 
was unchecked. Since the ICM is required to build miss-
ing heavy atoms that are not reported in the PDB (due to 
the lack of density), they are added according to the resi-
due name and assigned zero occupancies. The next step 
involves moving any ligand that might be complexed with 

Table 1 (continued)

5-(2-amino-8-fluoro-[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-
a]pyridin-6-yl)-N-tert-butylpyridine-3-

sulfonamide

CZC24832 1159824-67-
5 

364.398 

2-amino-8-[4-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)cyclohexyl]-6-(6-

methoxypyridin-3-yl)-4-methylpyrido[2,3-
d]pyrimidin-7-one

PF-04691502 1013101-36-
4 

425.481

9-(6-aminopyridin-3-yl)-1-[3-
(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]benzo[h][1,6]naph

thyridin-2-one

Torin 2 1223001-51-
1 

432.397 

1-ethyl-3-[4-[4-[(3S)-3-methylmorpholin-
4-yl]-7-(oxetan-3-yl)-6,8-dihydro-5H-
pyrido[3,4-d]pyrimidin-2-yl]phenyl]urea

GDC-0349 1207360-89-
1 

452.549

http://www.rcsb.org/
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the receptor out of the pocket of mTOR kinase (4JT6), 
otherwise the ligand will be included in the docking maps 
which will ultimately affect the result (Arthur and Uzairu 
2018; Arthur et al. 2019). The ligand was removed from 
the ICM object by right clicking on the ligand in the ICM 
Workspace and then selecting "move from object".

Afterwards we generated the receptor grid binding site 
map. The box was made large enough to encompass the 
binding pocket but not too large to include regions of the 
receptor which are not relevant for the ligand to bind. Once 

the receptor and maps have been correctly set up, then 
the docking procedure could begin. The SD files of the 
optimised ligands are imported into the ICM programme 
as chemical spreadsheet. To dock directly from a chemi-
cal table, the chemicals in the table to be docked were 
selected. On the docking menu, dock chemical table was 
selected and after the docking process is finished, the hit-
list were displayed. The docking results are then exported 
as a spreadsheet file saved in csv format. After docking the 
binding modes and interaction of the best ligand-receptor 
complexes are displayed by right clicking the ligand docked 
in the ICM window and saving the file output as a pdb file. 
The saved file was then imported into the discovery studio 
visualiser, where the 2D and 3D interactions could be prop-
erly seen.

The receptors, after treatment, were docked with their 
respective ligands. Five types of interaction potentials 
that represent the receptor pocket includes van der Waals 

Fig. 1 Prepared structures of the target

Table 2 Name, binging score and contributions of interaction energies to the binding affinity

Bold values indicate the location of the most active ligand under study

Name CAS No Score (kcal/mol /mol) Nflex Hbond Hphob Vwlnt Eintl Dsolv SolEl mfScore

X6K − 37.862 0 − 5.113 − 7.187 − 31.281 3.142 12.023 3.284 − 165.733

PI-103 371935-74-9 − 34.361 0 − 4.677 − 7.408 − 30.102 2.951 12.542 4.743 − 159.424

GSK1059615 958852-01-2 − 33.574 0 − 5.670 − 5.914 − 30.258 8.390 12.201 8.850 − 132.520

Palomid 529 914913-88-5 − 36.751 4 − 6.412 − 8.618 − 32.604 9.630 14.586 6.835 − 110.552

Torkinib (PP242) 1092351-67-1 − 31.330 1 − 7.059 − 6.368 − 28.849 4.308 16.633 9.953 − 135.032

Chrysophanic acid 
(Chrysophanol)

481-74-3 − 34.447 0 − 6.098 − 4.899 − 28.956 0.617 8.957 9.851 − 96.226

OSI-027 936890-98-1 − 35.121 3 − 6.732 − 7.266 − 33.715 8.355 18.261 7.572 − 151.135

PP-121 1092788-83-4 − 33.602 1 − 7.297 − 6.372 − 27.813 6.796 14.258 8.559 − 141.058

CH5132799 1007207-67-1 − 31.286 1 − 4.110 − 7.006 − 31.648 5.898 13.459 7.212 − 150.136

INK 128 (MLN0128) 1224844-38-5 − 30.828 1 − 7.551 − 5.755 − 26.544 6.389 17.407 7.608 − 125.611

PF-04691502 1013101-36-4 − 39.261 5 − 8.326 − 8.325 − 36.377 16.339 18.901 9.972 − 156.649

Torin 2 1223001-51-1 − 34.794 1 − 2.910 − 7.662 − 36.370 7.496 10.956 7.964 − 179.998

GDC-0349 1207360-89-1 − 32.260 4 − 4.017 − 9.754 − 38.017 6.122 16.924 11.156 − 135.825

CZC24832 1159824-67-5 − 25.350 3 − 3.811 − 5.184 − 30.471 2.904 14.622 8.287 − 104.365

Fig. 2 2D structure of the reference ligand 3-(4-morpholin-4-ylpyr
ido[3′,2′:4,5]furo[3,2-d]pyrimidin-2-yl)phenol (X6K). 2D 2dimension
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potential for a hydrogen atom probe, van der Waals poten-
tial for a heavy-atom probe (generic carbon of 1.7 Å radius), 
optimised electrostatic term, hydrophobic terms and lone-
pair-based potential which reflects directional preferences 
in hydrogen bonds calculated. These energy terms are 
based on the all-atom vacuum force field ECEPP/3 with 

added functions to account for solvation free energy and 
entropic contribution. The score was calculated from

(1)
Ebind = Eint + T�STor + EVW + α1Eel + α2Ehb + α3Ehpα4Esf

Fig. 3 3D and 2D binding pose interaction of X6K-mTOR kinase complex in a and b respectively. 2D 2dimension, 3D 3dimension

Table 3 Types of interactions in the Reference ligand (X6K)-4JT6 (mTOR) receptor complex

Distance Types From From Chemistry To To Chemistry Angle DHA Angle HAY

1.766 Conventional Hydrogen Bond B:VAL2240:HN H-Donor :RES1:O2 H-Acceptor 151.351 123.36

2.275 Conventional Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H01 H-Donor B:ASP2195:OD2 H-Acceptor 153.335 136.905

2.653 Carbon Hydrogen Bond B:TRP2239:HA H-Donor :RES1:O2 H-Acceptor 138.065 105.269

2.762 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H101 H-Donor B:GLY2238:O H-Acceptor 112.187 161.952

2.775 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H111 H-Donor B:VAL2240:O H-Acceptor 146.604 124.89

2.254 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H121 H-Donor :RES1:O1 H-Acceptor 116.681 96.896

2.715 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H91 H-Donor B:GLY2238:O H-Acceptor 125.859 133.916

5.115 Alkyl B:VAL2240 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.185 Alkyl B:MET2345 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.368 Alkyl B:ILE2356 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.496 Pi–Alkyl B:TYR2225 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

4.846 Pi–Alkyl B:TRP2239 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

5.281 Pi–Alkyl B:TRP2239 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

4.880 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:ILE2163 Alkyl

4.864 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:LEU2185 Alkyl

4.640 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:LEU2185 Alkyl

4.398 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:ILE2356 Alkyl

5.402 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:LYS2187 Alkyl

4.650 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:ILE2237 Alkyl

4.956 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals B:ILE2356 Alkyl
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In Eq. (1), Evw, Eel, Ehb, Ehp, and Esf are van der Waals, 
electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and non-polar and 
polar atom solvation energy differences between bound 
and unbound states, respectively. Eint is the ligand 
internal strain, ΔSTor is its conformational entropy loss 
upon binding, T = 300 K, and αi are ligand and receptor 
independent constants. Each compound was docked to 
the protein binding pocket, and a score from the dock-
ing was assigned to each compound according to the 
weighed component of the ICM scoring function. Each 
compound was docked ten times to ensure the conver-
gence of the Monte Carlo optimisation, and the mini-
mum score of each ligand from the ten independent 
docking experiments was retained and used for ranking 
(Neves et al. 2012).

The conformational sampling in the programme is 
based on the biased probability Monte Carlo (BPMC) 
procedure, which randomly selects a conformation in 
the internal coordinate space and then makes a step to 
a new random position independent of the previous one 
but according to a predefined continuous probability dis-
tribution. It has also been shown that after each random 
step, full local minimisation greatly improves the effi-
ciency of the procedure (Arthur et al. 2018, 2019; Abdul-
lahi et  al. 2020). The ICM programme relies on global 
optimisation of the entire flexible ligand in the receptor 
field and combines large-scale random moves of several 
types with gradient local minimisation and a search his-
tory mechanism.

Virtual screening
The scoring function should give a good approximation 
of the binding free energy between a ligand and a recep-
tor and is usually a function of different energy terms 
based on a force-field. The ICM scoring function is 
weighted according to the following parameters

1. internal force-field energy of the ligand,
2. entropy loss of the ligand between bound and 

unbound states,
3. ligand–receptor hydrogen bond interactions,

4. polar and non-polar solvation energy differences 
between bound and unbound states,

5. electrostatic energy,
6. hydrophobic energy, and
7. hydrogen bond donor or acceptor desolvation.

The lower the ICM score, the higher the chance the 
ligand is a binder.

Results
The docking result of this study is presented in terms of 
binding affinity (kcal/mol/mol) as reported in Table  2 
along with their number of flexible bonds (Nflex), hydro-
gen bond energy (Hbond), hydrophobic bond energy 
(Hphob) values and the compound IDs as collected from 
BindingDB library. All the ligands were docked into the 
active site of the receptor (crystal structure of structure 

Fig. 4 2D structure of PF-04691502 ligand. 2D 2dimension

Fig. 5 3D and 2D binding pose interaction of PF-04691502-mTOR 
kinase complex in b and a respectively. 2D 2dimension, 3D 
3dimension
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of mTORdeltaN) in order to evaluate their abilities to 
mTOR kinase.

X6K whose IUPAC name is 3-(4-morpholin-
4-ylpyrido[3′,2′:4,5]furo[3,2-d]pyrimidin-2-yl)phenol was 
found in complex with the receptor 4JT6. It was removed 
from the receptor and later redocked as reference inhibi-
tor to be used in comparison with all other studied 
compounds.

Discussion
The molecular docking result of the reference inhibitor 
is presented along with the docking scores of the chemi-
cal dataset in Table 2. The reference inhibitor (X6K) was 
reported to have a binding energy of − 37.862 kcal/mol/
mol, the score shows a very strong affinity for the active 
site and hence high inhibition efficiency of the inhibitor. 
The contributions from hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic 

interactions and van der Waals interactions were sig-
nificant to the high affinity for the binding site of the 
receptor.

The binding scores of the other inhibitors confirm 
that they are all active and effectively binds with the 
active sites. The binding energy of PF-04691502 was the 
least, its score was significantly lower than all the other 
inhibitors and also that of the referenced drug. The 
binding score of PF-04691502 is reported in Table  2 as 
−  39.261 kcal/mol, and from the table it is evident that 
the exceedingly low value was due to the high number 
of hydrogen bonds that is formed by the ligand leading 
to the significant value (−  8.326  kcal/mol) of hydrogen 
bond energy contribution (Fig. 2).

The 2 and 3-dimensional pose of X6K in the active site 
of the mTOR kinase is presented in Fig. 3. The 2-dimen-
sional pose shows clearly that two distinct conventional 
hydrogen bonds were formed between the phenol frag-
ment of X6K and Aspartic acid (B:2195), while the other 
way between value (B:2240) and the morpholinyl oxygen 
of X6K with VAL. A more detail descriptors of the other 
interactions formed can be seen in Table 3.

The hydrogen bond formed by the phenol fragment 
had the shortest bond length of 1.766 Å, this shows that 
the bond fastens X6K to receptor active site. In this case 
X6K acts as H-acceptor forming a DHA angle of 151.351 
which are close to 180° found in linear bonds. Table  3 

Table 4 Types of interactions in the PF-04691502-4JT6 (mTOR) receptor complex

Distance Types From From Chemistry To To Chemistry Angle DHA Angle HAY

1.769 Conventional Hydrogen Bond A:TYR867:HH H-Donor :RES1:O2 H-Acceptor 164.087 114.502

1.897 Conventional Hydrogen Bond A:VAL882:HN H-Donor :RES1:O3 H-Acceptor 151.228 123.806

2.653 Carbon Hydrogen Bond A:TRP881:HA H-Donor :RES1:O3 H-Acceptor 141.934 104.673

2.820 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H11 H-Donor A:GLY880:O H-Acceptor 109.087 162.538

2.234 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H16 H-Donor :RES1:O1 H-Acceptor 116.259 97.605

2.713 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H9 H-Donor A:GLY880:O H-Acceptor 127.216 138.529

5.235 Alkyl A:VAL882 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.295 Alkyl A:MET953 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.170 Alkyl A:ILE963 Alkyl :RES1 Alkyl

5.259 Pi–Alkyl A:TYR867 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

5.096 Pi–Alkyl A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

5.424 Pi–Alkyl A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

4.764 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

4.657 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

5.300 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

4.155 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

5.212 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

4.390 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

5.432 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

5.162 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE804 Alkyl

5.367 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

Fig. 6 2D structure of Palomid 529 ligand. 2D 2dimension
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also shows that 3-alkyl-alkyl bond, and 10 pi–alkyl bonds 
were formed between the residue (X6K) and the receptor.

The 2D structure of PF-04691502 ligand is presented 
in Fig.  4, and was found to bond best with the mTOR–
receptor (Fig.  5) when compared to all the other mole-
cules in Table 2.

The binding energy of PF-04691502 was reported as 
− 39.261 kcal/mol in Table 2 and it shows that PF inhib-
ited mTOR receptor more than the referenced ligand 
and other molecules on the table. The significance of the 
binding affinity was found to be as a result of the very low 

Fig. 7 2D and 3D binding pose interaction of Palomid 529-mTOR kinase complex in a and b respectively. 2D 2dimension, 3D 3dimension

Table 5 Types of interactions in the Palomid 529–4JT6 (mTOR) receptor complex

Distance Types From From Chemistry To To Chemistry

1.650 Conventional Hydrogen Bond A:TYR867:HH H-Donor :RES1:O3 H-Acceptor

2.300 Conventional Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H22 H-Donor A:VAL882:O H-Acceptor

2.487 Carbon Hydrogen Bond A:ASP964:HA H-Donor :RES1:O2 H-Acceptor

2.301 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H13 H-Donor :RES1:O2 H-Acceptor

2.969 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H5 H-Donor A:ASP837:O H-Acceptor

2.514 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H7 H-Donor A:ASP837:O H-Acceptor

2.072 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H9 H-Donor A:GLU836:OE1 H-Acceptor

3.481 Pi–Anion A:ASP964:OD1 Negative :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

2.927 Pi–Donor Hydrogen Bond A:ASP964:HN H-Donor :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

5.382 Pi–Pi T-shaped A:TYR867 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

4.250 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

4.362 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

4.998 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

4.904 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

3.954 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

5.354 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

5.417 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

4.342 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl
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hydrogen bond energy between PF and 4JT6 (mTOR) in 
Table 2 given as − 8.326 kcal/mol.

The binding poses in figure show that the pyridolfrag-
ment was significant to the attachment of the ligand on 
the binding site of mTOR kinase receptor, it can be seen 
that the morpholinyl oxygen on pyrimidin backbone of 
the PF-04691502 land formed a hydrogen bond with VAL 
882 which was firmly held by the bond distance reported 
in Table  4 as 1.897A, while the phenol group on the 
ligand stabilized the right-base corner of the complex by 
forming a strong hydrogen bond with TYR 867.

Other interactions that were noticeable within the 
complex formed includes carbon hydrogen bonds which 
were weak interactions, while the pi–alkyl and alkyl inter-
actions present helped in stabilizing the conformation of 

the ligand as well as intercalating the structure with the 
binding pocket of the receptor.

Palomid 529 and INK 128 are two other ligands with 
high binding affinity for mTOR receptor binding pocket. 
The 2D structure of Palomid 529 in Fig.  6, shows that 
the chemical structure contains a lactone-ring and three 
alkoxy groups which formed important interactions 
with the surrounding amino acids in the binding pocket 
(Fig. 7).

Two hydrogen bonds were formed between Palomid 
529 and 4JT6 (mTOR) receptor, the binding energy was 
reported as − 36.751 kcal/mol and can be seen to inhibit 
the receptor less when compared to PF and referenced 
ligand (X6K). All the interaction types involved in the 
Palomid 529–4JT6 (mTOR) receptor complex are pre-
sented in Table 5. The presence of pi–anion and pi–alkyl 
interaction helped in the intercalation of the ligand in the 
binding pocket of the receptor.

The 2D molecular structure of INK 128 pre-
sented in Fig.  8 shows that the structure contains a 
1H-pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidine fragment on the left 
side, while on the right side a benzo[d]oxazol-2-amine 
fragment. The presence of the amine groups on these 
fragments were responsible for the significant number 
of hydrogen bonds formed by INK 128 in the binding 
pocket shown in Fig. 9.

From the Table  2, it was observed that INK 128 
(MLN0128) had binding energy (−  30.828  kcal/mol) 
higher than that of the referenced compound X6K. 

Fig. 8 2D structure of INK 128 (MLN0128) ligand. 2D 2dimension

Fig. 9 3D and 2D binding pose interaction of INK 128 (MLN0128)-mTOR kinase complex in a and b respectively. 2D 2dimension, 3D 3dimension
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However, when the hydrogen bond contributions 
computed were compared to the X6K its energy was 
significant slightly lower (− 7.551 kcal/mol) but compa-
rable to that of PF-04691502. Furthermore, the hydro-
gen bond formed by INK with VAL882, ASP964 and 
GLY880 amino acids as shown in Table 6, were consist-
ent with the interactions type found in the previously 
discussed inhibitors (PF-04691502, Palomid 529), sug-
gesting these compounds may be acting with similar 
mechanism. nevertheless, INK formed other interac-
tions that helped stabilze the ligand within the com-
plex, such interactions are Pi–Pi Stacked, Pi–Alkyl and 
Alkyl–Alkyl hydrophobic interactions.

Conclusions
An mTOR kinase pdb file was collected from the RSCB 
site with a pdb identification number of 4JT6. The mTOR 
kinase was reported by numerous researchers as a viable 
target for a systematic inhibition of breast cancer cells. 
The molecular docking study of all the dataset com-
pounds as possible inhibitors were reported in the work 
and the results suggests that of all the FDA approved 
cancer drugs collected, PF-04691502 best inhibited 4JT6 
(mTOR kinase). The binding affinity of PF-04691502 was 
significantly higher than all the other compounds that 
were studied even though their interaction types and 
points suggest they undergo similar reaction mechanism 

with the target site. PF-04691502 and INK can be used 
as possible lead compound for further drug designs, since 
the enthalpic contributions of these ligands suggest that 
they are more stable compared to the referenced ligand 
(X6K).
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Table 6 Types of interactions in the INK–4JT6 (mTOR) receptor complex

Distance Types From From Chemistry To To Chemistry

2.175 Conventional Hydrogen Bond A:VAL882:HN H-Donor :RES1:N1 H-Acceptor

2.825 Conventional Hydrogen Bond A:ASP964:HN H-Donor :RES1:N6 H-Acceptor

2.111 Conventional Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H9 H-Donor A:GLY880:O H-Acceptor

2.619 Carbon Hydrogen Bond A:TRP881:HA H-Donor :RES1:N1 H-Acceptor

2.069 Carbon Hydrogen Bond :RES1:H1 H-Donor A:VAL882:O H-Acceptor

3.977 Pi–Pi Stacked A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

4.787 Pi–Pi Stacked A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

4.372 Pi–Pi Stacked A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Pi-Orbitals

4.177 Pi–Pi Stacked :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals

4.107 Alkyl :RES1:C7 Alkyl A:MET953 Alkyl

4.767 Pi–Alkyl A:ILE879 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

4.430 Pi–Alkyl A:TRP881 Pi-Orbitals :RES1:C8 Alkyl

4.485 Pi–Alkyl A:ILE963 Pi-Orbitals :RES1 Alkyl

5.357 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:VAL882 Alkyl

4.823 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:MET953 Alkyl

4.810 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:LEU831 Alkyl

5.451 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE879 Alkyl

4.271 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl

4.703 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:MET953 Alkyl

5.287 Pi–Alkyl :RES1 Pi-Orbitals A:ILE963 Alkyl
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